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The loveliest masterpiece of the heart
of God is the heart of a mother - St.
Therese of Lisieux

Mother’s Day Blessings
O God, Who didst instruct the hearts of the
faithful by the light of the Holy Spirit, grant all
the mothers in the same Spirit to be truly
wise, and ever to rejoice in their consolation.
Through Christ our Lord.
Amen.
May our Heavenly Mother bless your family!
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Theme Sharing

Fifth Sunday of Easter
The Soul’s Aspirations
At the heart of every great civilisation in the
history of mankind there has been some
form of religion, which when it was declined
was followed gradually afterwards by the
break-up of that civilisation. Are Western
countries, we might ask, on the slide to
decadence therefore, because they
concentrate their energies almost solely on
the gaining of wealth and political power, to
the near total exclusion of religious values?
Of course we should seek higher standards
of living, and work so as to pay for the good
things we enjoy, but unless we are ambitious
also for the higher gifts of the spirit we can
end up as a nation without a soul, devoid of
moral values.
As against this, the history of God’s chosen
people Israel, as we see in the Bible, is proof
that a low material culture can become the
vehicle of a truly great religious tradition.
“Man,” one of the Fathers of the early
Church (Eusebius) wrote, “man, the beloved
creation of the divine Word, is meant to form
a bridge between God and the material
universe.” The first Christian heresies, on the
one hand, sought to convert Christianity into
a religion of pure spirit, claiming that the
material world is essentially evil. The
prophets of modern progress, on the other
hand, would say, “We must concentrate all
our energies on developing our material
assets; as for religion, it is immaterial,” in
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other words it serves no useful purpose in
promoting the welfare of the human race.
But there are only three great enduring
factors which can sustain the true
aspirations of the human soul, faith, hope
and love, and only these can span the gap
between ourselves and the God who created
us for himself. The Church, which Christ the
eternal Son of God founded, is continually
reminding us of the faith which we have
received, and of our duty to increase and
hand it on to the next generation. As to love,
some would even claim that it has been
over-stressed in our sermons, to the point of
becoming almost a kind of sentimentalism
largely divorced from any moral code.
However Scripture assures us that the
greatest of the cardinal virtues is love.
But we should ask ourselves what about the
virtue of hope and its significance in our lives.
Hope which for the Jews was, and still is, so
important, has for Christians become almost
the forgotten virtue. “Trust in God still and
trust in me,” said Jesus in his farewell at the
Last Supper. “Hope is to us like an anchor,
safe and sure,” the Letter to the Hebrews
tells us (6:19), and in the ancient world the
anchor was the one great symbol of stability
for the seafarer, who, relying on sail-power,
was forever at the mercy of the uncertain
winds. An ancient proverb maintained that “a
ship should never depend on one anchor, or
a life on one hope” (Epictetus).
So it is that the hope mentioned by the writer
of Hebrews is anchored in two unalterable
truths, first the promise given by God, who
cannot lie, to shower blessings on Abraham
and all his descendants (and such are we
also), and secondly the oath by which God
confirmed this promise, so making it into a
most solemn and sacred pledge. If
throughout our lives we continue to hope
and trust in God’s mercy then we can pass
with confidence through the veil that
separates us now from God, that veil
through which the risen Christ has passed
as our forerunner.
Christ’s promise to his Apostles at the Last
Supper is made to us too, “I am going now to
prepare a place for you, and after I have
gone and prepared a place for you, I shall
return to take you with me so that where I
am you also may be.” The longing for
happiness hereafter is obviously a response
to the virtue of hope implanted in us by God.
No matter what happens we should continue
to trust that with the grace of God we may
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persevere to the end, and so obtain the joy
of heaven, which God will bestow on us as a
reward for the good works accomplished
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, who
pleads for us with sighs too deep for words.
The great Carmelite saint, Teresa of Avila,
whose writings on prayer merited for her the
title of Doctor of the Church, composed this
little prayer to keep her hope alive: “Hope,
Oh my soul, hope. You know neither the day
nor the hour. Watch therefore, for everything
passes quickly. The more you strive, the
more you prove the love you have for God,
and the more you will rejoice one day with
your beloved One, in a happiness and
rapture that can never end.”

Parish Activities

The Pentecost Novena
The feast day of Pentecost will be coming
soon. To prepare ourselves to receive the
gifts of the Holy Spirit, Fr. Joseph Nguyen
encourages parishioners to pray The
Pentecost novena at home.
Honoring the Holy Spirit is the oldest of all
novenas, and it is still the only novena
officially prescribed by the Church.
Addressed to the Third Person of the
Blessed Trinity, it is a powerful plea for the
light and strength and love so sorely needed
by every Christian.
The Novena begins on May 26 ( Friday ) and
ends on June 3 ( Saturday ).
Parishioners can pick up the Pentecost
Novena booklet at the Church main and side
entrances.

Week day Mass Cancelled

Since Fr. Joseph will attend Clergy Retreat
from May 16 to 19, the following Masses will
be cancelled:
9:00 a.m. Mass from May 16 (Tue) to
May 19 (Fri)
7:00 p.m. Tuesday Mass on May 16

Breakfast Corner and Movie
Afternoon

Date: June 4 (Sunday)
Place: OLPH Upper Hall
Sponsor: Pastoral Care Team
Breakfast in Cantonese style Congee with
shredded pork and preserved egg, two rolls
of stuffed sticky rice and one fried taro
shrimp will be served after 10:00am and
11:30am mass; complimentary muffins and
drinks after 8:30am mass.

OLPH

Breakfast ticket is $5 each, on sale at
Church main entrance.
Movie is free of charge. Join us in this event
of food, socializing, and faith sharing.
Movie Afternoon – 1:00pm to 3:30 pm.
“Miracles from Heaven” (Chinese Subtitle) is
a deeply touching story about Anna Beam
who lives with a rare, incurable disease.
Everything changes when Anna tells an
amazing story of a visit to heaven after
surviving a headlong tumble into a tree. She
begins to show signs of recovering from her
fatal condition.

Together in Action 2017
The 2017 “Together in Action” commences
on the first Sunday of Lent (March 5). The
theme this year is:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they will obtain
MERCY.” (Matthew 5:7)”
Our parish’s target is $22,607 as designated
by the Diocese. As of April 17, our campaign
has received a total of $6,600. Together we
will help thousands within our own
communities and abroad through difficult
times. Let’s give sacrificially, act out our faith,
and join Together in Action.

Weekly Activities
Wed, Fri May 17, 19
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
Fri May 19
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
Faith Sharing Group ( Sacred Heart)
Time: 7:30p.m.-10:00p.m.
Contact: Doris Ho 403-271-6884
Sat May 20
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 9:45a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church
Yoga beginner class
Time: 11:30 a.m. - 12:45p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
Young Adults choir practice
Time: 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Lower Hall
Sun May 21
Catholic Family Fellowship party
Time: 2:00p.m.-8:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Upper Hall
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Let There Be Light
MOTHERS
Real Mothers don't eat quiche; they don't
have time to make it.
Real Mothers know that their kitchen utensils
are probably in the sandbox.
Real Mothers often have sticky floors, filthy
ovens and happy kids.
Real Mothers know that dried play dough
doesn't come out of carpets.
Real Mothers don't want to know what the
vacuum just sucked up.
Real Mothers sometimes ask 'Why me?' and
get their answer when a little voice says,
'Because I love you best.'
Real Mothers know that a child's growth is
not measured by height or years or grade...
It is marked by the progression of Mommy to
Mom to Mother...
The Images of Mother
4 YEARS OF AGE - My Mummy can do
anything!
8 YEARS OF AGE - My Mum knows a lot!
A whole lot!
12 YEARS OF AGE - My Mother doesn't
really know quite everything.
14 YEARS OF AGE - Naturally, Mother
doesn't know that, either.
16 YEARS OF AGE - Mother? She's
hopelessly old-shioned.
18 YEARS OF AGE - That old woman?
She's way out of date!
25 YEARS OF AGE - Well, she might know
a little bit about it!
35 YEARS OF AGE - Before we decide,
let's get Mum's opinion.
45 YEARS OF AGE - Wonder what Mum
would have thought about it?
65 YEARS OF AGE - Wish I could talk it
over with Mum.

listened. Suddenly, out of the fog came a
man, walking briskly and confidently. He
spoke to the man, who stopped and bade
him goodnight and made to continue on his
way. It was a few seconds before it dawned
on the priest that the man was blind and was
totally oblivious of the fog. The priest
explained his predicament, and the man said,
“Oh, I know that place well. Here, take my
arm, and I’ll bring you there.” And that was
how the priest got home. He knew the way
alright, but he couldn’t find it!
Most of my generation grew up on promises.
We were always making promises to God,
renewing baptismal promises, making
Lenten and New Year promises, etc. It would,
indeed, be a real conversion if we were to
turn that around, and begin to give top
priority to the promises that Jesus makes to
us.

Read More Know More
The Pentecost Novena

After Jesus ascended to Heaven His
Apostles, together with Mary and other
members of the original Christian Church,
continued to pray together until the feast of
Pentecost when, in accordance with Jesus'
promise, "they were all filled with the Holy
Spirit." These nine days of prayer, reported
in Acts 1:14 and 2:3-4, were the first Novena
on which all later Novenas have been based.
No one could possibly love you more than
God the Holy Spirit. You have given and
received only natural love. God's love is
supernatural. His love for you is unlimited.
He created you. Just as you are. Just as He
wanted you to be. He wants you to know
Him. He wants you to be happy and enjoy
this world and this life He gave you.
With His gifts, He gives you all you need to
Stories Faith Sharing
accomplish this. He wants to give you
Jesus Promises
unlimited WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE and
UNDERSTANDING. He wants to COUNSEL
A priest once described an experience he
you and give you FORTITUDE. He wants to
had in London some years ago. The whole
make it easy for you to be close and intimate
city was fog-bound. He came out of a
convent where he had celebrated Mass, only with Him through His gift to you of PIETY. He
wants to create in you a love for Him that will
to discover that he literally couldn’t see his
satisfy every want and desire you have.
hand in the fog. The community house in
IN THE YEAR 1879
which he lived was less than a mile away,
but there was no way he could even attempt Pope Leo XIII issued an encyclical on the Holy
to walk down the road. Footpaths, lampposts, Spirit, in which he ordains that a novena
should be held throughout the Church in
parked cars, etc., were all enveloped and
invisible in the fog. He had decided to return preparation for the feast of Pentecost.
It is the desire of the Supreme Pontiff that all
to the convent when he heard footsteps
the faithful should unite in imploring a new
approach from his left. He stood still, and
abundant outpouring of the Holy Spirit, since it
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is only through this divine Spirit that the
blessings of redemption can be brought to the
world.
When Jesus lived as a man He could only be
touched and seen and known by as many as
humanly possible. By sending His Spirit He
could be present, in Spirit, to all, at all times.
The Holy Spirit speaks to you in your thoughts.
He prompts or speaks to you in your language,
using your grammar and the words you are
familiar with and use daily. These thoughts or
promptings that come from the Holy Spirit are
so natural that unless you are sensitive to His
promptings you could easily ignore them or not
recognize them as important.
A Novena to the Holy Spirit is the most
excellent of all novenas and most appropriate
for our times, to give new impetus to devotion
to the Holy Spirit.
During these nine days reflection on the Holy
Spirit, you will pray, meditate, contemplate,
ponder, concentrate, reflect, use your
imagination and listen.
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܀࢘ڀෳ႑ᖭʪːe߃ዻ͑षʪف
႕k©ሄޞӰɁҊeఙܲޞӰɁːªg
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ਨݢ
̣˂ᎶᅌՇࣳ
ΒԌृːΗ  ˄  ˂ϯ  ˂ਆၦ̉
ᚅᑹ፹eˠɐᎶᅌੂՇࣳk
 ˄  ˂ ܳ౪ɂ ϯ  ˂ ܳ౪ʆ ʀ
πɒɀࣄᎶᅌ
 ˄  ˂ʀɒȾࣄᎶᅌ
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ຳृࠎᐿຟੂϯeԌृːᔆόཤᎠਨ
ʓּφفઢʦeॸਬΗຳृࠎᐿຟ
ੂϯࣄفԵeΗࡾɽႍ֪ຳृɀ˂ณ
ᓦᖇʾeᔆόᎵЧڎʦΗຳृفɀ˂
ณᓦɽeᜓຳृңตҊࠪفʸ֪܈
ᄮeּནஊفᔖఔ̓՞e˪ຳ
ृفᄪॸe˰ΨྤװفeԐᓌͰ
ෲᑤຳ̶ 
࿚םʪːg
ຳृɀ˂ณᓦɫ˭ɧੂᒽכΗઢਨ̵
ຳ̶eܲᄚ੮ف
ڀʧৱڀɅɡ୰eѶસɥࡾॸਬᔆഡ
Ҋෳॄ੮̶ጳຟ҆ᅧ
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ɧفᖇʾeᔆഡਧe৯΅ຳ̶ဖУ
فԇᅜ
ෲᑤ੮˦Ҋʪ˜ᔟҳeΒ੮ف෴ՙ ԕeʪːᎺᖇeީҳᮠҒຳृඬ؉
Ͱ࿚eʪ˜ࠟʒɁՂ෮فҊفᖇлj ԹҊࠪҲ࠱ɃӺɒeᅶᙢኮ࠱ઢพe
Ԝດ്ңตeଢɃᓌԙm“Гࠪᐥವɼ
ෲᑤ੮ΪᙸҊeʽܝҊڕφѶસj
ഃeֈ˚م༠ҒΣׯϻГࠪفԭ
ෲᑤ੮ࣄࣄ୰୰ඬᚻҊفՕҳ
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πᎃ͜ݜพʧཌྷᄩሎ
˂౪ ˄  ˂ ܳ౪˂ 
Ζᒪ̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ᖵЧഃพرᗒ෴ୄ
πᎃ͜ݜพ ࣄ ࣄ  ʙᎶᅌ
܅φπᎃԞᎸj ࣄ  ʙᎶᅌ܅Н
ൔˍʧ PXIILQg
πᎃ˵͌ܤᆗϪ、⏞ඝԯʧ
ӮᇪȻ࠱g
πᎃଫҲϿ  ʑ́םΊ˜˂Ηઢਨ
̵ࠏɅɡᑬଫg
ၛพੂ˵ܤφࠗf̓͜ݢᇻʧͫڎ
ʙԖ
ཌྷᄩሎ–ʪਨիᓠদ ɽʾΧ
ྯ ɐʡ ࣄϯ ࣄ  ʙ Нൔ 
यྤܪԓɽά੫ɒɁȻုӤӰفɼ
؟ʀडeȻϋիֱف̖eիᔜԜɼ
АӂφՉථeԱɼ؟ʀडɘϮವଛᓠg
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ຳ̶߸
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙ ංพ 
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
ᴁٳऔ
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ɥੁډγྈᆽຳ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
ʖઢࡾྩݤ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ

ʸɫۄ
Гञ༨Ϯɲفː̶"

ΥװГΗȻ࠱̣ɕٿࡾفɥ
ΥװГفː̶ᑻ৬ΗeɼဵГφӂφ
ՙˤࠪ΅Ѐ
ΥװφȻʪeГଌفᄣֺɼͶ
ˠګԇღৣj
ΥװφȻʪeГଌࡾɽفຉພΣ
ӂৣݡj
ΥװφȻʪeГଌ̶ጳفᒉɧɼͶ

ڍj

ΥװφȻʪeГଌːጳف٨ঋኻ˅
 ઢʖफپeშԠᘈ෴ʸ ɲআᄢj
 γઢ 7,$ ᘒಃ˜فᕂݱk
ᄷᄸ ΥװφȻʪeГଌࡾɽفΖϺᓅ
Ƀ فɃ ܲφိ فe Β ݱˤࠪ ߮Չ ᄷ ؐϚྊj
ᄸgဖᘐိࠓkଳʆȾຟ
ΥװφȻʪeГଌ̶ጳಶفബʬڽ
̱ ਨּ කᘒඵ فᅗ ͎ ݱઢ ܠփ  فʬᗔΎj
 ʑe࿂ϯ  ˄  ˂eࢸಃɲ ΥװφȻʪeГଌː̶ҁদᗒ
ዸϯ  ʑg
ᘇᎀj
ᎺᇾΊϿઢʦᘙᙫʽܝeͫڎ˰ݢe ΥװφȻʪeГଌϤːϤ̶فȻԔ
ᙛʻȻশϹeྻహᚦm
ɼͶܲࣄeఙˤࠪɼͶෳ

߮ʪʪݡዉࣄj
ΥװφȻʪeГଌː̶ɼͶ෴Ύډ
ॴفᇛװj
ΥװφȻʪeГଌː̶෴Ύಶᙣ
ܳ౪ɏfʆ ˄  19 ˂
ᙣفബj
̹ຳ̶݉স
ΥװφȻʪeГଌː̶௫ᚯΎඝj
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
ΥװφȻʪeГଌˤࠪ༨ঢ়༑Ϲ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ʨᎸயྼɁj
ܳ౪ʆ  ˄ 19 ˂
ΥװφȻʪeГଌΗΎඝࣄˤࠪ
̹ຳ̶ਨ೩߸
Ϥܲ࠱ڿɼ০eɟດС႔ˠݱˤࠪෲ
ࣄkɒ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ
ָڥഡe
ԇܲЯृۂϤʟفଌ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨʧɐᓦਨ
് j
ͫڎɫྈ ( Sacred Heart)
ΥװφȻʪeГᘪˤࠪɼͶ෴˰
ࣄkɒ 7 ࣄ 30 ʙϯ 10 ࣄ
ڀoo
ᐴkDoris Ho 403‐271‐6884
ΥװφღȻʪeҊ߮лГeГ߮
ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
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ᘮᘪː̶यفɲϤɁeኄքɲি
ʟԹბ߮СɃ๓ࣁɁg
ΥװГɼॸ๓ࣁeᇾГ౩ˤࠪҔɃ๓
ࣁeԐᇾГᇾГɟດɟດ߮આ
સeɼ߮ᜓˤࠪᘪፚૅɁg
Ҳ࠱ɃயพϤeː̶ˊҊࠪͳϤeҊ
ࠪ߮̈́ӱϵʅفʸੳ̀๓ࣁˤeɹ
พφ߀ʸfɹɼพφ܌Ӳeː̶ɼ
ॸ๓ᚍϮɱ࠲ࣄفeݱɃɧɦ߮ᘮ
ᘪeˤࠪ́ॸพɥɫ̘ڑຓf́ॸพ
܀Νԓய৪ɼΣeΥֺװφଖՊe
́ॸˤࠪϮɱɘၚɼԹeᇾɼ߮ෞˤ
პᛒָෞˤॼeݱɃɧɦॸުفᎵˤ
ଋeԐᇾၒܝˤࠪ©فϮగʸªg
ˤࠪɼͶ෴ݡዉࣄeᇾٌփ౪Ꮅ
ˤࠪݡӺeΒݱᐥԜˤࠪϮɱݡɘ
́ॸݡɼৣgҊࠪΗԖՉࠗفز
ࣄ࠲eᇾ౩ˤࠪࡁȻͭɥɫሮf
ࢂנՏᗵفȻɫຉeΒݱˤࠪɼ෴Ύ
́ॸܲ˓ቱڸɼɁg
Ҋࠪ˰̓ංոe௪̚ѯ̢f̓ठ
ࣄɼरɼͦ๓ࣁfઢҊࠪ̓ݢਧ̱ॸ
ɊfԞᛀ࣌fΎ௨ظᅧՙeᗒ
ʸՙϹ̹Ⴋயɼ০าgΥװφȻ
ʪeˤࠪयفɼɁࣄeӱϵʅɼ
ɘܲᎸفl
ݱɃɧɦٓ߮ʚদeޞː̶ఙܲޞϮ
ɱ̲فԠeѥ߮ʧࣄgኻ፹Ϧࠕ
ɼˇfɧቖϦጳɼΗm


࠵ɫܪԓ
ʪ˜߮އღl
ګeφʆ˫Ѽպղயܲրԭg
φȻʪeਟޔ႕߮οቖˤࠪeҨɧ
فɃم༠Ɂeயݱ܀ˤࠪয়ጛeԐྩ
ˤࠪ႕kГࠪփ߮ݱਟޔནᒪʉ
ღeᐤɼॸٌٌΖ̀Ӱˤгmԇʆ
˫ѼպղᚻɁeᘪྩ܀g
ܲםe܀พ፱Եفɥࡒߗ࠘ࡦڑ෨e
߮ݱਟޔВ࠱Σف፱j܀พ್್
فɂպ͝ནݱਟ್ޔటفྉ
್j܀φᄭفɏࡒШɊᛀ࣌e߮Η
ਟګޔВ࠱ٓjኡφᐲᇅ̔ف
պ͝භᆽe߮ΗਟګޔᘈɒΣᚻ
فjАʆղΤӂφʉღᖜʪ
ͭe͝ɼᎹΝʯ࠱ΧeΤ̍Ꮉݱ༨
༑۬ࣃف๓ᚍঢ়ʠeɎָܲᄳՙᗒ
ʸࣃ۬ˤࠪࣃفೣeՙˤࠪᇻᇻʪe
ΤᘪΤɘბ߮Υ˫պȻᅜe߮ݱਟ
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ृ˪ف՛lΗٳ౪ઢพeڎʦࠪᆇ
ʸΖณᓦຳृeઢพɘΗຳृفᄪॸ
ɽᇢڱࢆeᄰ༠ٓზՉɅڀຳԓ
ࣄeɥΝφຳृ˪ՙზՉ༞̈́ृ
ࢡفgА፯ഡࣄݜفᔟeઢพ
ΒݱԠᕣɥՙᑯԻۻʟeˠߐ
ڎʦྩຳृفณᓦʧຳृࢡفሕɘ˂
ଗ֩eृࢡفதࣳিeּˠe
ᄰ༠ٓΗზࣄݡe܀ʯृࢡjΒ
όeΗઢพ˂ݢ̓ͫڎفɽeɘ܀
ʯԹຳृgΒݱҊࠪზࣄݡӂφ
˪ຳृفᄪॸeҊࠪʍ፯Ϫִ̓
ݢeຳृъᔩЀeӂφᮠॸɊ
فዂพg˜߃ዻم༠ҊࠪݢΗຮమՙ
ણᕟ˦˘فeߙ߮ܝڕਢਫ਼ڎفʸՙ
ࡆᅮφɊفӰᖮeఙბ߮φԠϮয়
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ҊࠪᗛૅϮɱe፯ຳृʷ
ზeᜓᮠృဵ̓՞eຳृفᄪॸɹॸ
ࢆଌg
ຳृΗઢพዅ̎
Ηઢพዅ̎ɽeūɀ˘ف܅ȻϿ
ઢւӬūɏ˘˰Ɂຳृடፁeࠉ܀ാ
ຳृgˤྩࣄઢพຳृᖭɼਫ਼Ϧ
ਰ੶gˤ႕ຳृλݱɥࡾּɼ႑ᖭف
ृeݱɃፚҁe˵˜ܤઢfृːʧ
ઢʦɽ܀ΝɃྩຳृمᖭgg
ˤࠉตܐపȻ࠱̂܀Ϥفeఙܲ
Ηຳृࠎᐿګ৪ɀ˂ณᓦeҳຳृࠎ
ᐿg
ߙસɂūɏ˘̄ංઽጵ֍ɂϋɥʖพ
ᘬګeɁʖл႕k
ʪ˜ઢᎸҒ೧̪
ංeѶસΗީᖇൂɽeҳʪ˜Ͷϋຳ
ृࠎᐿg
ຳːfຳɧʧຳृ
ΒݱҊּࠪفڎޜਔȻفʪ˜ܲɏϿ
ຳृɀ˂ณᓦ
فeːfɧʧຳृgҊࠪːf߃
ઢพفଳȻ࠱ɀ˂ณᓦո߃םዻਧ
ዻީᖇjຳृΗҊࠪفɽeӂφ
eΗᮠʢʪʀګeᮠઢኔ࢘ڀΗ߃ פᆤفgုӂφפᆤفɘ
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gܲםeΗ߃ዻʢʪ܅ʧϯʆςຟ ॢȻӱgͪІზɁفݡઢʦeΒˍՙ
˂ʀفګȻ˂ݔɧe©ւ࢘ࠪ৯΅߃ ຳृࠉ̓gɼህλɃָᎫԭயზՉຳ
ዻ̶فጳဖУԕ΅ʸΖੁ৽ީ
ृeАᖭயɼਫ਼gΗຳɽ႕kሄ
ᖇªւ k
gلϯʆςຟ˂ԇʪe ɼՉຳृෲeɼॸֽ႑ਧܲ˜g
ຳृඬ؉ΗҲɃӺɒeˤࠪɹࠧഡຳ Ɂֽ႑߃ዻܲʪ˜̖eΥІΗ࠵
ृሕʂفᄪॸfگᅮfᄭʧɊ൶e ָ̓ݢɽ˰ݢԠlຳृɘҏЧɁҊࠪ
Թ୰۩ᑡိࠓeɘܲຳृϹɀ˂ فஜeᎵЧҊࠪʸɽՕ௧دڃgზ
ณᓦفංոg
فݡઢʦeӂφɃɼਖʪ˜فgА
ɼʯɃพeܭವҊࠪზࣄݡɲზ ਖʪ˜ՙʸɽพԹϦՕ௧ڃ
ՉɁຳृeݱʉღҊࠪᑻ߮Ͷީҳຳ دeพԹϮɱܲʪ˜فɧɦܲφȻ
ޔВԔʉღeܲםΤ̀ҔˤࠪeѶસ
ˤࠪॸઢΤȻᒪׯϻgАҲȻϋɘ˧
Τ̘સeΒࡒࡒݱննʹயݱഡɼ΅
فནϦζɼᗛၦΤ႕eʆղ̍
φᘙᙫϮɱݢ̓فg
φȻʪeȻ࠱ࣃ۬༨Ҩɧeʆ
ղޞӰˤeڑΥɒݱګˤ๓ᚍঢ়
ʠeɎΥՙˤᇻʪgࡊԠܲȻ࠱
͇ႫˁԠ۬ࣃفeܲԠҔɃفg
Гፔ
ѩԓᑻพԠlʆղˤeГͶ
ԠeᜓҊͶݱГ๓ᚍঢ়ʠгmᇻɁ
Ȼพԭʀ܅eࣃ۬ڑӸɁg
༨ɁȻ˂ݔɧeࣃ۬ͶϋΓԠg
ҔԹ߮ҔفɃlʆղg
ࣃ۬k
Ҋ߮ҔفɃeଳȻ࠱ҒϮɱ
ᗒΗ۲ʓeΣЏΗႤഡ৪ʉღeɼٝ
ӰͪІɃjଳɂ࠱Ηɮɒᖔ್eɮɐ
فҨ̷႕ΤɼᗛၦɃඬᇻeֲพႤӸ
Τفෲjଳɏ࠱ɃҔɘҔɼԹeҨ
̷႕ˤชԹɁɥ̡۔èৃҳңΝኒ
jଳ̔࠱ΗႫ୰ɲᚻӰΤᗭف
ᐲeАΤӺᗀφʬΝɃഡeҊ̱ࣕ
ӂዂพၦΤඬᇻg
ᗔ༠ГఙܲਟޔlʆղஇΖ
eҊᑻˠݱਟުޔพΗࢀޔʓፔ
ԓeɼพ˰ࢀفm
ਟ॒ޔഡ႕k
ྩeҊพΗࢀޔʓፔ
ԓeАҊɘෳمҊفɃ̷ΗВʉღ
фmҊɘෳՙˤࠪඬᇻфm
ԇeГพοቖҊlʆղg
Ҋ
ʉღɘɼพeАГพ෴Ҋl
ವพਟޔe
ΒݱГܲȻ࠱ٝ
٨ࣄeٝ̈́ʸ̀ၦҊف͜ޜɃg
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ݔൟᔶgҊࠪຳृ˪eҊࠪྩʪ
˜ຳɏfʪ˜ܲɏϿȻف
˳ਫ਼g
ΗᎶᅌڎʦᖇൂ˦فᖇɽeΣφɡ
ʸފ˘ݱفfҊࠪ΅ᐲީᖇjɘΣ
ʖδʟg˦ᖇྤΗܲΗʪ˜fΗ߃
ዻਧʓϸॷݜடgኗڎᄪڊኗּޞ
ԹفgҊࠪਧ࢘ɼАφݱઢพ˦ᖇ
فஒͪeΒݱҊࠪ߃ڎޜዻਧjҊ
ࠪɘφஒͪفފ˘ʹݱɃީᖇeΒݱ
ҊࠪΣܲᮠٴ˦فeφɃɼ႑ᖭ
ᮠeАܲˤࠪᑻܲბ߮߃ዻgʪਟΣ
ˊȻ࠱ઢพéॸҊࠪޞɼԹeАҊ
ࠪڎޜΗຳृʓeφᮠॸفɊՙВ̈́g 

